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We review some recent results from the causal dynamical triangulation (CDT) ap-
proach to quantum gravity. We review recent observations of dimensional reduction at a
number of previously undetermined points in the parameter space of CDT, and discuss
their possible relevance to the asymptotic safety scenario. We also present an updated
phase diagram of CDT, discussing properties of a newly discovered phase and its possible
relation to a signature change of the metric.
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1. Introduction
Assuming little more than standard quantum field theory and general relativity, the
causal dynamical triangulation (CDT) approach to quantum gravity has produced
a number of significant results.1–3 The aim of this work is to highlight some more
recent CDT results and discuss their potential importance in the future development
of CDT and related fields.
CDT attempts to formulate a nonperturbative description of quantum gravity
via a sum over all possible spacetime geometries. In CDT the geometry of space-
time is defined by an ensemble of locally flat n-dimensional simplices connected by
their mutual (n− 2)-dimensional faces. An important characteristic of CDT is the
foliation of the lattice into space-like hypersurfaces of fixed topology, which enforces
causality at a fundamental level. The path integral measure ensures the causality
condition is respected by only including geometries that can be foliated in this way.
The CDT action is
SE = − (κ0 + 6∆)N0 + κ4
(
N
(4,1)
4 +N
(3,2)
4
)
+∆
(
2N
(4,1)
4 +N
(3,2)
4
)
, (1)
where κ0 is related to the inverse bare Newton’s constant GN , ∆ is defined via the
ratio of the length of space-like and time-like links on the lattice, and κ4 is related to
the cosmological constant.4 N
(4,1)
4 is the number of 4-dimensional simplices of type
(4, 1) and N
(3,2)
4 is the number of type (3, 2), where the notation (i, j) refers to the
number of vertices i on hypersurface t, and the number of vertices j on hypersurface
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t± 1. κ4 is fixed so that an infinite volume limit can be taken. This leaves just two
parameters, κ0 and ∆, which can be independently varied in order to explore the
parameter space.
2. New dimensional reduction results and asymptotic safety
As is well known, gravity as a perturbative quantum field theory is not renor-
malizable by power counting.5 However, Weinberg suggested that gravity may be
nonperturbatively renormalizable via the asymptotic safety scenario,6 which would
require a finite number of couplings to terminate at a high-energy ultraviolet fixed
point (UVFP).
However, there exists an argument that may present a serious roadblock to
realising the asymptotic safety scenario.7,8 The argument compares the high energy
density of states expected for a theory of gravity with that of a conformal field
theory. The entropy of a renormalizable theory is thought to scale according to
S ∼ E
d−1
d . (2)
However, the high energy spectrum of gravity is thought to scale according to
S ∼ E
d−2
d−3 . (3)
Equation (2) and (3) disagree when d = 4.7,8 This mismatch would then suggest
that gravity cannot be formulated as a renormalizable quantum field theory in 4-
dimensional spacetime.a We now review recent spectral dimension results in CDT,
and discuss how they may resolve this potential problem.
The spectral dimension DS provides a measure of the effective fractal dimension
of a manifold over varying length scales and is defined by
DS = −2
dlogPr
dlogσ
, (4)
where Pr is the probability that a random walk will return to the origin after σ
diffusion steps. Fitting the scale dependent spectral dimension data to the func-
tional form DS = a −
b
c+σ for the specific bare parameters κ0 = 2.2 and ∆ = 0.6
gives a long distance spectral dimension of DS (σ →∞) = 4.02± 0.10 and a short
distance spectral dimension of DS (σ → 0) = 1.80 ± 0.25.
2 This result led to the
claim that the dimension of spacetime may dynamically reduce from 4-dimensions
on large distances to 2-dimensions at the Planck scale, a result that has since been
observed in numerous other approaches to quantum gravity.
aHowever, the arguments leading to relations (2) and (3) are highly controversial: specifically, the
reasoning leading to Eq. (2) has been criticized in Ref. 9, and the assumptions leading to Eq. (3)
have been questioned in Refs. 10, 11.
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A more recent study determines the spectral dimension for a range of different
bare parameters, κ0 and ∆, using a number of different lattice volumes and including
a careful estimation of the associated statistical and systematic errors. This new
study finds a short distance spectral dimension significantly more consistent with
DS (σ → 0) = 3/2 than with DS (σ → 0) = 2 for the majority of the sampled
points within phase C of CDT, as shown in Fig. 1 and summarised in Table 1.
This new study, however, does confirm the result DS (σ → 0) ≃ 2 for the same bare
parameters used in the previous study.
Fig. 1. The spectral dimension DS as a function of the diffusion time σ for different points
in phase C of CDT.
Table 1. A table of the long and short distance spectral dimension for
different points in phase C of CDT.
(κ0,∆) N4,1 DS(∞) DS(0) σ tension with DS(0) = 2
(2.2, 0.6) 160,000 4.05± 0.17 1.970± 0.266 0.1
(3.6, 0.6) 160,000 4.31± 0.32 1.576± 0.093 4.5
(4.4, 0.6) 160,000 4.12± 0.16 1.534± 0.058 8.0
(4.4, 2.0) 300,000 4.14± 0.12 1.540± 0.060 7.7
The fact that the small distance spectral dimension is consistent with
DS (σ → 0) = 3/2 for the majority of points sampled in phase C of CDT may
have important implications for the asymptotic safety scenario. We point out that
Eqs. (2) and (3) are equal if d = 3/2, which is precisely the value found for the
short distance spectral dimension in CDT. Therefore, if the dimension of spacetime
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reduces to 3/2 in the high energy limit, as suggested by the CDT data, then the
roadblock to asymptotic safety is removed, an idea first proposed within the context
of Euclidean dynamical triangulations.12
3. New phase diagram
Until recently the phase diagram of CDT was thought to consist of only three
phases A, B and C (see Fig. 2). However, a new phase of CDT has recently been
discovered, the so-called bifurcation phase.13 The first evidence for the new phase
came from analysing the effective transfer matrix.13 The transition between phase
C and the bifurcation phase has since been approximately located for a range of
bare parameters, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The updated phase diagram of 4-dimensional CDT.
The bifurcation phase appears to have a distinctly different geometry than phase
C, with the spectral dimension becoming significantly larger than 4 for ∆ values
within the bifurcation phase, as indicated in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. The spectral dimension as a function of diffusion time σ for fixed κ0 = 2.2 and
various ∆ values.
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4. Signature change of the metric in CDT?
The transfer matrix (TM) of CDT is the transition amplitude to go from spatial
volume n at discrete time t to spatial volume m at time t+1, while integrating out
all other degrees of freedom. The TM has been shown to accurately reproduce the
volume profile and quantum fluctuations in phase C.13 Here, we apply the TM to
analyse the properties of the newly discovered bifurcation phase.
The TM in phase C is accurately parametrised by
〈n|MC |m〉 = exp
[
−
1
Γ
(n−m)2
(n+m)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
kinetic part
exp
[
− µ
(
n+m
2
)1/3
+ λ
(
n+m
2
)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
potential part
, (5)
and in the bifurcation phase by
〈n|MB|m〉 =

exp

− 1
Γ
(
(n−m)−
[
c0(n+m− sb)
]
+
)2
n+m

+ (6)
+ exp

− 1
Γ
(
(n−m) +
[
c0(n+m− sb)
]
+
)2
n+m



 V [n+m] ,
where Γ, µ and λ are parameters related to Newton’s constant, the size of the
CDT universe and the cosmological constant, respectively. The bifurcation phase
transition is associated with the parameters sb → ∞ and c0 → 0, whereby Eq. (6)
transforms into Eq. (5). Assuming that in the vicinity of the phase transition the
potential term V [n + m] in the bifurcation phase approximates that of phase C,
one can expand Eq. (6) in powers of 2c0(n − m)/Γ ≪ 1 to obtain the effective
Lagrangian
LB[n,m] ≈
1
Γ
(
1−
2c20(n+m)
Γ
)
(n−m)2
n+m
+µ
(
n+m
2
)1/3
−
(
λ−
c20
Γ
)(
n+m
2
)
.
(7)
For sufficiently large volumes n+m > Γ/(2c20) we find that crossing the bifurca-
tion transition (see Fig. 2) makes the kinetic term in Eq. (7) flip sign. Therefore, it
is tempting to interpret the transition between phase C and the bifurcation phase
as a sign of an effective signature change from a Lorentzian metric in phase C to
a Euclidean metric in the bifurcation phase. A similar result based on the spec-
tral dimension of CDT has also been presented elsewhere.14 Although this result is
suggestive it is far from conclusive and further study is needed.
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5. Conclusions
We have reviewed three new results of CDT quantum gravity. Firstly, we have
presented recent dimensional reduction results for a number of previously undeter-
mined points in the parameter space of CDT. We find a large distance spectral
dimension consistent with 4, as found previously,2 but a short distance spectral di-
mension that is more consistent with 3/2, rather than 2 as previously thought.2 We
highlight the possible importance of this result for the asymptotic safety scenario,
as first proposed in Ref. 12 within a different context. Secondly, we present an
updated picture of the phase diagram of CDT, including a description of the newly
discovered bifurcation phase. Thirdly, we discuss possible evidence of a signature
change of the metric due to the existence of the newly discovered bifurcation phase.
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